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Grounding Language Models to Images 
for Multimodal Inputs and Outputs
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Can we ground text-only LLMs to 
consume and produce visual data?
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Concept composition. Our model is capable of retrieving relevant 
images conditioned on multi-modal context inputs.

Multi-modal dialogue. Green 
bubbles represent model 
generated outputs, grey bubbles 
represent user input. 3
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● Leverage the learnt abilities of pre-trained text-only LLMs
○ In-context learning
○ Sensitivity to input prompts
○ Generate long and coherent dialogue

● Model agnostic
○ We use a 6.7B LLM (past the scale necessary for generalization to larger models)
○ Can (in principle) be applied to any larger model, and any stronger LLM released in the future

● Simple and resource efficient
○ We train just 3 linear layers to adapt a text-only LLM for image captioning + image retrieval
○ FROMAGe is trained on a single A6000 GPU in 24 hours
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2208.07339
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1) Contextual image retrieval
○ Given a Visual Story, retrieve the correct image
○ FROMAGe is more sensitive to context
○ CLIP gets worse with more context

Visual Storytelling (Huang et al., 2016)

Quantitative Evaluations
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https://aclanthology.org/N16-1147/


 2)   Visual Dialogue

○ IT2T: Answer a question about the image given past dialogue discussing it
○
○
○
○
○

○ T2I: Retrieve the correct image given a series of dialogue about it

Visual Dialog (Das et al., 2017)

Quantitative Evaluations
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1611.08669
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Multi-modal context is 
worth more than 
uni-modal context.

The Effect of Context
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The Effect of Context
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In-Context Learning and Other Abilities
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Thanks!
jykoh@cmu.edu

jykoh.com/fromage
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